Garden Glories: Painting Fruit, Vegetables & Berries In Acrylic (Decorative Painting)
Synopsis
In Garden Glories, Prudy Vannier shares 37 of her all-time favourite acrylic painting projects, along with an exclusive acrylic colour conversion chart and tips on colour schemes.’
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Customer Reviews
This book is great for beginners. I have no decorative painting experience at all, only a burning desire! This book is fun to use, and I was successful quickly. I particularly like the designs that are supplied to copy and trace, and the great ideas for wood projects! I highly recommend this book if your interested in learning how to paint fruits and vegetables. I have found a new relaxing way to deal with stress!

The trap with this book is that doesn’t have more pics available in the site other than the cover, so I bought it guessing that cd have awesome still life pics inside, but NO. Good book though for little handcrafted projects for a bored housewife that wants to do DIY little projects around the house or handcrafted cute project, IDEAL (I mean IDEAL) for that, but not for serious painters.

We do not have a great selection of decorative painting books here in Switzerland so I have to order mine, mostly sight unseen, abroad, and sometimes I am very disappointed. What a delight to receive this one. I keep looking at it over and over again and it has given me so many ideas. I am not an experienced painter but a very enthusiastic one and I find Prudy’s projects to be both
interesting, inspiring and very well explained. Prudy, could you please do another book very soon.

This came yesterday and just in time for a special project I am working on. It will be helpful in adding the right touch to my painting. Thank you.
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